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Agency, Board, or Commission Name: __ODNR, Division of Wildlife_____________ 

 

Rule Contact Name and Contact Information:  

 

___Brian Becker 614-265-6861__________________________________________ 

 

Regulation/Package Title (a general description of the rules’ substantive content):   

 

     Quota management system for Lake Erie fishes 

 

Rule Number(s):     1501:31-3-12                

Date of Submission for CSI Review:     June 30, 2022         

 

Public Comment Period End Date:           July 14, 2022   

Rule Type/Number of Rules: 

New/___ rules  

Amended/__X __ rules (FYR? _X__) 

 

No Change/___ rules (FYR? __) 

Rescinded/____ rules (FYR? ___) 

 

The Common Sense Initiative is established in R.C. 107.61 to eliminate excessive and 

duplicative rules and regulations that stand in the way of job creation.  Under the Common 

Sense Initiative, agencies must balance the critical objectives of regulations that have an 

adverse impact on business with the costs of compliance by the regulated parties. Agencies 

should promote transparency, responsiveness, predictability, and flexibility while developing 

regulations that are fair and easy to follow. Agencies should prioritize compliance over 

punishment, and to that end, should utilize plain language in the development of regulations.  
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Reason for Submission 

1. R.C. 106.03 and 106.031 require agencies, when reviewing a rule, to determine whether 

the rule has an adverse impact on businesses as defined by R.C. 107.52.  If the agency 

determines that it does, it must complete a business impact analysis and submit the rule 

for CSI review.   

 

Which adverse impact(s) to businesses has the agency determined the rule(s) create?  

 

The rule(s): 

a. ☐     Requires a license, permit, or any other prior authorization to engage in or 

operate a line of business. 

b. ☒     Imposes a criminal penalty, a civil penalty, or another sanction, or creates a 

cause of action for failure to comply with its terms.   

c. ☒     Requires specific expenditures or the report of information as a condition of 

compliance.  

d. ☒     Is likely to directly reduce the revenue or increase the expenses of the lines of 

business to which it will apply or applies. 

Regulatory Intent 

 

2. Please briefly describe the draft regulation in plain language.  This rule specifies that 

commercial yellow perch harvest quotas will be determined for Ohio’s waters of Lake Erie 

annually by the chief of the ODNR Division of Wildlife.  It further states that decisions will 

be guided by pertinent scientific, economic, and social data, along with recommendations 

made by the Great Lakes Fishery Commission Lake Erie Committee, and technical 

subcommittees. Harvest quotas are apportioned by commercial fishing license, and may be 

stipulated by statistical districts. The rule also specifies that pounds of yellow perch quota 

may be transferred among commercial licenses. 

3. Please list the Ohio statute(s) that authorize the agency, board or commission to adopt 

the rule(s) and the statute(s) that amplify that authority. ORC 1531.06, 1531.08, 

1533.341, 1533.342   

4. Does the regulation implement a federal requirement?   Is the proposed regulation 

being adopted or amended to enable the state to obtain or maintain approval to 

administer and enforce a federal law or to participate in a federal program? No. 
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5. If the regulation includes provisions not specifically required by the federal 

government, please explain the rationale for exceeding the federal requirement. Not 

applicable. 

6. What is the public purpose for this regulation (i.e., why does the Agency feel that there 

needs to be any regulation in this area at all)?  The regulation ensures that commercial 

trap net harvest of yellow perch stays within safe harvest levels allocated to Ohio through the 

Lake Erie Committee process of setting annual Total Allowable Catch (quotas).  The 

regulation is necessary to ensure the sustainability of the Lake Erie fisheries resources for all 

Ohioans. 

7. How will the Agency measure the success of this regulation in terms of outputs and/or 

outcomes?  The Agency will continue to monitor compliance with the regulation through 

enforcement and monitoring of fish populations in Lake Erie for sustainability. 

8. Are any of the proposed rules contained in this rule package being submitted pursuant 

to R.C. 101.352, 101.353, 106.032, 121.93, or 121.931?  No.  

Development of the Regulation 

9. Please list the stakeholders included by the Agency in the development or initial review 

of the draft regulation. The Division met with each commercial trap net license holder 

individually to discuss the proposal and to inform them of the intent of the ODNR Division of 

Wildlife to include quota allocation procedures within the quota allocation setting rule.  

Commercial trap net licensees were mailed a letter detailing the proposed amended 

language of the section of OAC on May 20, 2022.  They were again informed of the intent of 

the Division to propose changes to the regulation.  The agency requested that stakeholders 

provide comments regarding the rule via email by June 17, 2022.  Agency staff is continually 

available to the industry to respond to questions regarding this rule. 

10. What input was provided by the stakeholders, and how did that input affect the draft 

regulation being proposed by the Agency?  One stakeholder requested language be 

removed that explicitly stated sport fishing anglers would receive the first opportunity to 

harvest fish and the remaining portion may be allocated to commercial fisheries.  This 

language was removed from the proposal.  One stakeholder requested that we not specify 

trap net licenses when referring to licenses in the rule to allow for the use of seines.  

Commercial yellow perch quotas are not allocated to any other gears (methods), and quota 

allocation cannot be transferred to seine licenses fishing in a non-quota management area. 

Stakeholders indicated that they supported or did not oppose the changes in the meetings 

with the Division.  However, several stakeholders opposed the changes when they were 

mailed and asked to comment on the proposal.  Those that opposed the changes did not 

specify why. 
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11. What scientific data was used to develop the rule or the measurable outcomes of the 

rule?  How does this data support the regulation being proposed?  The ODNR Division 

of Wildlife used both commercial trap net harvest and angler harvest data sets, along with 

the Lake Erie Committee requested Michigan State University Quantitative Fisheries Center 

Data Analysis of management unit harvest.  The Division used lake-wide harvest information 

across each management unit to develop the rule proposal. 

12. What alternative regulations (or specific provisions within the regulation) did the 

Agency consider, and why did it determine that these alternatives were not 

appropriate?  If none, why didn’t the Agency consider regulatory alternatives?  The 

only alternative considered was to not change the current rule.  However, the ODNR 

Division of Wildlife felt that the change was necessary for transparency and clarity for the 

regulated businesses.  This rule proposal will shift quota allocation done by internal 

procedure to incorporation within the rule. 

13. Did the Agency specifically consider a performance-based regulation? Please explain. 

No, the Agency did not feel that this was applicable. 

14. What measures did the Agency take to ensure that this regulation does not duplicate an 

existing Ohio regulation? The ODNR Division of Wildlife is the only agency that regulates 

the commercial fishing industry with regard to implementing a quota management system for 

Lake Erie fishes.  The laws and rules of the Division were reviewed for potential conflict.  

15. Please describe the Agency’s plan for implementation of the regulation, including any 

measures to ensure that the regulation is applied consistently and predictably for the 

regulated community.  The incorporation of the procedure within this rule will ensure that 

the rule is applied consistently and predictably for the commercial fishing trap net license 

holders. 

Adverse Impact to Business 

16. Provide a summary of the estimated cost of compliance with the rule.  Specifically, 

please do the following: 

a.   Identify the scope of the impacted business community; There are currently 18 

commercial trap net licenses held by 12 individuals/corporations. No additional impact to 

the regulated business is being proposed; therefore, current measures for application are 

in place. 

b. Identify the nature of all adverse impact (e.g., fees, fines, employer time for    

compliance,);  Quota allocation and harvest regulations are already in place.  The 

proposed changes do not add any additional adverse impacts with regard to fines or 

penalties associated with compliance. 
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c.   Quantify the expected adverse impact from the regulation.  The expected adverse 

impact will be increases and decreases in allocated quotas that correspond with changes to 

Ohio’s portion of the total allowable catch (TAC).  The rule will change from using the 

modeled perch population to using Ohio’s TAC share when setting threshold levels for 

quota allocation.  This rule will provide for long-term sustainability and predictability for 

trap net license holders because they will be able to make business decisions based on 

quota thresholds included within the law.   

       

17. Why did the Agency determine that the regulatory intent justifies the adverse impact to 

the regulated business community? The regulatory intent justifies the adverse impact on 

the regulated business community so that Ohio has a sustainable fish population in Lake Erie 

for future use.  

 

There will be no additional adverse impacts because quota allocation and harvest 

regulations are already in place. 

 

Regulatory Flexibility 

18. Does the regulation provide any exemptions or alternative means of compliance for 

small businesses?  Please explain. There are currently no alternatives or exemptions for 

compliance with this regulation. 

19. How will the agency apply Ohio Revised Code section 119.14 (waiver of fines and 

penalties for paperwork violations and first-time offenders) into implementation of the 

regulation? Enforcement action by law enforcement is reserved for egregious violations and 

only after consultation with the prosecuting attorney.  First-time offenders of record-keeping 

requirements will be provided guidance on proper record-keeping requirements and warned 

of the violations. 

20. What resources are available to assist small businesses with compliance of the 

regulation? The industry may contact the ODNR, Division of Wildlife office in Sandusky 

Ohio for clarification or explanation of the rule. Information is also available on the internet 

and can be provided via email. 


